ABSTRACT
People write more code than they ever share online. They also copy and tweak code more often than they contribute their modifications back to the public. These situations can lead to widespread duplication of effort. However, the copy-modify-publish feedback loop which could solve the problem is inhibited by the effort required to publish code online. In this paper we present our preliminary, ongoing effort to create Ditty, a programming environment that attacks the problem by sharing changes immediately, making all code public by default. Ditty tracks the changes users make to code they find and exposes the modified versions alongside the original so that commonly-used derivatives can eventually become canonical. Our work will examine mechanical and social methods to consolidate global effort on common code snippets, and the effects of designing a programming interface that inspires a feeling of the whole world programming together.
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INTRODUCTION
The natural state of programming today is one person, one computer, and a local disk drive. Sharing code on blogs, forums, question-and-answer sites, and public source code repositories has become commonplace, but only when the user has an explicit intention to publish their work. On the other hand, it’s easy to steal code, and copying is a common strategy to build programs efficiently [1]. Code that’s published online by one person can be used by many—adapted, tweaked, and tucked away. Though some of those (potentially) improved versions make it online where they can be refined again by the next wave of scavengers, often they’re simply forgotten because putting code online takes effort and doesn’t help the user complete their current task any faster.

Nevertheless, the modifications made during that process can be useful to others. Sometimes the code’s behavior is changed so that it can work in a new environment. Sometimes the adaptation is simply to improve the code’s design according to the new author’s aesthetics. Those instances (and likely others) result in massively duplicated effort if the use cases are common or the original design was poor. If we can somehow harvest the effort people put into adapting code to aid others who would otherwise need to do the same, then there is the potential to save a lot of time for everybody.

This abstract is about Ditty, our programming environment that attempts to address the problem by combining these two strategies:

- Make all code public by default, and
- Link snippet instances to their original sources so that derivatives can be easily discoverable.

What follows in the next section is a detailed description of the relevant portions of the interface and the reasoning behind their design.

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
Ditty is available as a web site that works in many modern desktop browsers when used with a keyboard and mouse.

Because we wanted to easily be able to track the types of modifications users make to the code blocks, and to increase the approachability of the interface, we decided to implement
Modularity is achieved through the creation of command blocks, and many others [8, 2, 4, 9, 10, 5] of their program directly. It works much like in Scratch, Alice, and many others [8, 2, 4, 9, 10, 5].

Modularity is achieved through the creation of command blocks (analogous to functions and macros in other languages). The ‘name’ of a command block is just a free-form template, with sub-strings knocked out to create slots where parameters can go, similar to BYOB [3] (see Figure 2).

Searching for Public Commands
As mentioned before, all commands are public. When a user edits the definition of someone else’s command, a new version is created with a link back to the original. Thus, we can easily track every command’s ancestry. The user can navigate the family tree both ways in order to explore all of the available variations. People can also see all of the instances where a command is used, which is useful for finding examples. For the moment, sets of parents, children, and callers are displayed in simple lists, but we are exploring alternatives for finding useful commands quickly.

The primary means of accessing blocks created by other users is search. Ditty augments the drag-and-drop programming interface with keyboard-based auto-completion. If the user clicks a slot instead of dragging a block into it, a text box appears into which they can type the name of the block that they have in mind. As they type, a keyword search of every available command (even commands created by other users) is performed and the results are displayed in a drop-down menu. Closer matches and matches which have been used recently are given priority in the list.

When commands sharing a parent-child relationship are both in the results (one is a modified version of the other), we plan to adjust the rank depending on metrics like ‘number of times used’ and ‘number of times modified,’ which we expect to correlate well with the likelihood that the user would want to choose one command over another. We hope that over time this will allow the alternatives which are more generally useful to rise in the list for everyone.

CONCLUSION
Public-by-default is not a new idea. For example, CoScripter automatically publishes scripts to a public wiki where they can be copied and edited [6]. Tracking code provenance is also not new; source control systems are built to do that, and systems like Blueprint provide that functionality for snippets copied from the web [1]. Scratch also provides means of automatic and manual attribution for resources that were copied from another project [7].

What’s unique about Ditty is the tightness of its copy-modify-publish feedback loop. Everything about the editing interface, such as global auto-complete and immediate publication, encourages users to act as if entire world shares a single, global namespace.

Ditty is still in the development stage, although we are nearing a public release. Initial user studies suggest the basic usability of the system for experienced programmers in a lab setting, but it remains to be seen how scalable and usable the ideas turn out to be in practice. Our hope is to work with real users in the wild to determine how best to employ this radical means of collaboration.
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